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Handout 3B: “A New Nation Comes to the Indian Country”
Directions: Read the following article. Refer to the glossary as needed for definitions of 
unfamiliar words. 

A New Nation Comes to the Indian Country

Source: The Newberry Library’s “Lewis & Clark and the Indian Country” virtual exhibition (2005)

Little changed in the Indian country in the first years after Lewis and Clark’s journey. The Corps of 
Discovery had failed to find an easy route to the Pacific and few people wanted to follow their difficult path. 
But the expedition had put American “boots on the ground” for the first time. In addition, the information it 
compiled documented  a vast new territory ready for national expansion.

West of the Missouri River that expansion began gradually. A profitable fur trade encouraged outposts 
and new settlements. After 1850, gold rushes in California, Montana, and Oregon built those remote 
settlements into towns. Over time, open land attracted settlers. The coming of the railroads completed the 
transformation of the region. By century’s end, Americans had a new name for the Indian country. They now 
called it the “West.” This process was not a peaceful one, rather it was punctuated by violence and military 
conflict.

This section...illustrates the ways in which different aspects of American expansion...mining, homesteading, 
ranching...altered and undermined the traditions and institutions of the Indian Country.

New Settlers

Three events near mid-century unleashed a flood of American settlement across the Indian country. In 1846, 
a treaty with Great Britain fixed the northern boundary of the United States at the 49th parallel, securing 
the Americans’ title to the Columbia River country. Two years later, the discovery of gold in California began 
a rush that attracted 250,000 people to what had been a distant province of the young Republic of Mexico. 
At almost the same moment, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ended the Mexican-American war, and 
transferred a massive arc of new territory to the United States. Suddenly, the United States had become a 
continental power.

Settlers, merchants, and entrepreneurs  heading west from St. Louis were now eager to set up American 
institutions across the Indian country. They assumed that the land was theirs, and that their needs 
superseded  those of the existing Indian communities. By the centennial of the Lewis and Clark expedition in 
1904, more than six million new people had moved to the territory first visited by the Corps of Discovery.
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Miners

From the days of Columbus, European expansion was driven by stories of gold and silver waiting to be 
gathered up by energetic explorers. In the nineteenth century Americans often rushed to Native lands to 
claim their share of these rumored riches. Such episodes usually terrified local Indian communities because 
they attracted groups of young men who were traveling without families and were often prone to violence.

Among the most traumatic gold rushes in the nineteenth century was one triggered by the discovery of 
gold on lands the Nez Perces had reserved for themselves in their 1855 agreement with Governor Stevens. 
The invasion  of their reservation set off disputes with young miners who were often unaware that they 
were trespassing  on tribal property. Furthermore, there were arguments within the tribe over how best to 
respond to the crisis.

Ranchers

After the American Civil War, while homesteaders built farms in the West and miners filed claims in remote 
mountains, cattle and sheep ranchers moved into the arid northern plains and the plateau country of 
eastern Oregon to raise food for the nation’s growing cities. While Native people were unhappy about the 
displacement  of buffalo by stock animals, many tribal communities found ranching offered an attractive way 
to make a living. It preserved traditional gender roles and allowed for a seasonal round of herding activities.

Ranching attracted thousands of outsiders to the Indian country. These newcomers quickly exhausted 
the available public lands and pressed western tribes to open new areas for non-Indian ranching. These 
white ranchers urged federal authorities to permit them to graze their herds on what they saw as unused 
Indian lands and to build ambitious dam and irrigation projects. Indian communities along the Lewis and 
Clark route were often hardest hit by these changes. Many groups lost control over their land and water 
resources, or watched helplessly as federally built dams inundated  and destroyed their homes.

documented: provided evidence for 
outposts: outlying settlements or stations 
punctuated: highlighted or marked 
undermined: gradually weakened and destroyed 
institutions: established customs and activities in a society 
treaty: a formal agreement between two or more countries 
province: one of the divisions of some countries 
entrepreneurs: people who assume the financial risk of beginning and operating a business 
superseded: took over the place or position of; replaced 
prone: having the habit of; being likely to 
traumatic: having an emotional shock that deeply affects one’s life for a long time 
invasion: an act or instance of invading by an enemy or intruding into another’s life 
trespassing: entering the property of another without permission 
displacement: the act of forcing out of a home territory or particular place 
federal authorities: people in the national government who have the right or power, by law, to give orders and make decisions  
irrigation: the act of supplying of water to land or crops 
inundated: covered or overspread with a very large amount of water; flooded
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